3/4 of the sewage collection infrastructure
in the U.S. is so clogged or damaged that
they work at half capacity, causing 40,000
sewage spills per year.

SO WHERE DOES GREASEZILLA™
COME IN?

Greasezilla™ offers a practical, ecological
system that manages FOG waste, providing
a significant economic opportunity for
haulers, pumpers, POTWs, and commercial
food processors.

Greasezilla™ is the leading global
manufacturer of FOG separation
technology and advanced biuofuel
production.

Learn more:
www.greasezilla.com

FOG Waste Solutions
www.greasezilla.com

FOG is the collective term for the by-product of
commercial food processing consisting of Fats,
Oils, and Grease. This product is commonly
labeled "Brown Grease" in the industry. When the
traps that capture FOG are neglected, FOG can
pass into the sewer system and congeal, leading
to blockages and backups.

REFINE.
REDUCE.
REUSE.

Greasezilla™

What is FOG?

What are the Advantages?
For over 10 years, Greasezilla™ has been pretreating,
removing, separating, and refining Brown Grease
from collected FOG waste.

Simple
Our modular design is expandable, scalable,
and easy to operate and maintain.

Green

Who Could Benefit?
Grease Trap Waste Pumpers
Spend less time and money searching for, driving to
and waiting for receiving stations that accept FOG
waste- and spend more time servicing customers.
Wastewater Treatment Plants
Keep FOG waste out of sewers and infrastructure
and ensure it is being treated responsibly in your
communities.
Commercial Food Processors
Eliminate or significantly reduce costs associated
with dewatering, composting, land applying, and
hauling while adding revenue from tipping fees and
advanced biofuel (ABF) sales.

What is Greasezilla™?
Greasezilla™ is a turnkey standalone
system that separates and processes
FOG waste.
The system generates its own heat
using the very same rich Brown Grease
biofuel it processes. No additives,
additional processing, blending, or
fossil fuels required.
It also operates without dewatering,
leaves nothing to be landfilled, and
has a total operating cost of 1-2
cents per gallon.
Greasezilla™ produces a high-quality
advanced biofuel making it the ideal
front-end pretreatment system for FOG
waste.

The purely ecological process turns FOG waste
into clean energy and water resources.

Efficient
A standard system processes 8-10 million
gallons per year.

Affordable
Operators realize an ROI of less than two years,
with revenue from tipping fees and sales of
Greasezilla™ Fuel.

